
Look to the Sky July 2019. A partial Eclipse of the Moon on July 16th.

Neither Mercury, Venus nor Mars will be visible to the unaided eye this month.

Jupiter continues in slow retrograde motion (E to W) throughout the month low down in constellation
Ophiuchus. There will be an interesting line up with Saturn and the full Moon on the 16th (see diagram 1).

Saturn is at opposition with the Sun on July the 9th likewise low down in constellation Sagittarius. As seen
from Earth the rings are on fine display (see diagram 2); fortunate for southern hemisphere observers but
tricky for us in high northern latitudes such as Orkney.

The combined reflected sunlight from the planet’s surface and the rings results in an apparent visual
magnitude close to zero, thus appearing to the unaided eye to rival the brilliant star, Arcturus. (Refer to
diagram from the June column.)

There will be a partial eclipse of the Moon on the 16th. As seen from Orkney the Moon rises at 21h 08m
with the eclipse well under way. Maximum eclipse will occur at 21h 30.4m (Moon's altitude 1.4°), the Moon
leaving the umbra at 22h 59.7m (Moon's altitude 6.6°). In summary:

Maximum eclipse:       21h 30.4m
Moon leaves umbra:        22h 59.7m
Moon leaves penumbra:  00h 19.2m the following morning, July 17th.

Twilight continues to dominant our night skies here in Orkney throughout July but matters improve for the
stargazer near the end of the month. (All night, nautical twilight—Sun no lower than 12° below the horizon—
ends on the 29th of July.)

Referring to the star chart for last month, all stars represented there may be observed with binoculars in
strong twilight—both Arcturus and Vega may be seen with modest optical aid in full daylight when at high
altitudes and well separated from the Sun.

And so, which stars may be seen from Orkney with the unaided eye throughout the year?

A star should have a declination north of the celestial equator and positioned on the celestial sphere well
away from the Sun’s path against the stellar background (the ecliptic). Altair, Arcturus, Capella and Vega
amongst the first magnitude stars meet these criteria.

The Sun passes through the constellations Taurus and Gemini from June 1st to July 15th (approximately 3
weeks either side of summer solstice). All stars in the twelve zodiacal constellations will be ruled out for a
period of a few weeks with the Sun appearing in those constellations.

Noctilucent clouds. These appear as tenuous, silvery-white whips of cirrus-like cloud but are at much greater
heights above the Earth's surface than ordinary clouds. Their appearance may occur some weeks either side
of the summer solstice; our records indicate that they most often appear post-solstice.
See:
http://www.spanglefish.com/northernskies/index.asp?pageid=648020&msg=Content%20Updated

http://www.spanglefish.com/northernskies/index.asp?pageid=270479

There are differing opinions as to the cause of the noctilucent clouds but they would appear to have become more
prevalent in these times of increased aviation activity. It is possible to view the brighter stars with the unaided eye
against the backdrop of these clouds.



Comment: I occasionally receive emails and messages via the Northern Skies website to which I respond
direct. It has been suggested I include a short account here in the monthly column should a query be of
general interest, so here goes.

Suggestion on general media (April 21st) that a bird’s egg might replicate the shape of the universe! Concepts
for a universe are as varied as anything and few define what they understand by the term “universe” itself. I
aired some ideas in my 72-page book What Universe? (2016), and in the BBC Radio Orkney lecture
(February 2017) available for listening on Cloud at: https://soundcloud.com/radio-orkney/orkney-lectures-
john-vetterlein-what-universe

In my humble opinion it is more reasonable to think of a/the universe as a process rather than a structure; but
if you must have a structure, why not go for "pear-shaped"?!

Phases of the Moon

New moon:      02-Jul 19h 16m
First quarter:    09-Jul 10h 55m
Full moon:       16-Jul 21h 38m
Last quarter:    25-Jul 01h 18m

All times UT (GMT), add ONE hour for BST.

 A telescopic, diagrammatic appearance for Saturn at opposition on July 9th.

Looking due south on the 16th July at 22h 30m. From east to west Moon (phase 100%), Saturn, Jupiter
and red-giant star Antares.


